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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed
on demand. Paperback. 134 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.An Iceland Fisherman is a novel
by French author Pierre Loti that depicts the romantic but inevitably sad life of Breton fishermen
who sail each summer season to the stormy Iceland cod grounds. Literary critic Edmund Gosse
characterized An Iceland Fisherman as the most popular and finest of all Lotis writings. Lotis style is
a combination of the French realist school, such as Emile Zola, and a form of literary
impressionism. Loti used a simple but fragrantly poetic vocabulary. Somehow, words (as used by
him) take on a new value, awakening sensations lying deep within the reader. Lotis characters in An
Iceland Fisherman are humble and simple working class people, and the incidents are normal every
day affairs, dealing with the themes of love and separation. One of Lotis greatest strengths is his
depictions of nature, and how he places it on center stage. In An Iceland Fisherman, Loti adapts
some of the Impressionist techniques of contemporary painters, especially Monet, to prose. First
published in 1886 as Pcheur dIslande, An Iceland Fisherman is considered to be a classic...
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Reviews
It is really an remarkable ebook that I actually have ever study. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Mr . Nor va l Reilly V
This ebook will not be e ortless to get going on studying but very enjoyable to learn. Of course, it can be play, still an amazing and interesting literature.
Your daily life period will probably be enhance once you complete looking at this book.
-- Mr . O sbor ne Homenick
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